RH Hall to Showcase Foodservice Innovation
COME & SEE US ON STAND NUMBERS: 341 & 410
HOSPITALITY 2015 – 19-21 January, NEC Birmingham

Leading foodservice equipment supplier RH Hall will be showcasing their latest innovative
foodservice solutions within the CESA Innovation Zone at the Hospitality show.

Attention will be focussed in particular on three unique products from the company’s stable
of exclusive brands: the revolutionary iWave® automated plated meals system, the 365
Soup-Server and the Maestrowave Combi Chef combination microwave oven range, all of
which RH Hall hope will inspire visitors on stand when product demonstrations will show the
flexibility and versatility of these alternative equipment solutions.

Since its launch into the UK a few months’ ago, there has been an extreme amount of interest
shown in the new 365 Soup-Server, with great feedback received on this innovative and stylish
product which is currently being trialled in both the retail and food to go sectors. Likewise the
iWave® system is increasingly being specified in a number of operations across all sectors of the
industry. This system, plus the versatile Combi Chef 7 are affording operators the opportunity to
extend their menus and offer more choice, with a throughput and quality end cooked result
second to none.

The company will also be supporting their key partnership with Smeg, exhibiting also on
stand 410 where the new ranges of Smeg Alfa side opening convection ovens and new
dishwashing models plus ice machines will be set to join RH Hall’s other exclusive brands in
the limelight.

RH Hall are looking forward to welcoming all to the stand across the three days where there will
be the chance to WIN a stunning, retro style top of the range Smeg Stand Mixer worth £379.99!
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For more information visit: www.rhhall.com or www.maestrowave.com or contact the RH Hall Sales team
on 01296 663400.
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